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November 1, 2007

Westfield Corporation. Inc.
1'1601 Wilshire Boulevard

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority (METRO)
Attn: Mr. David Mieger, AICP Project Manager and
Members of the METRO Board of Directors
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952

Re:

11th Floor
Los Angeles. CA 90025-1748
Telephone 131014784456
Fecsimile
1310)478·1267

Westfield Century City

Dear Mr. Mieger and MTA Board of Directors:
Westfield greatly appreciates the opportunity to be a part of the West Los Angeles transportation
improvements. As the owner and operator of Westfield Century City we are constantly looking for
alternative modes of transportation to bring customers and employees to the center. We strongly
'feel that the Westside will benefit from additional public transportation alternatives. We see that
dense office, retail and residential centers like Century City will support significant usage of public
transit, allowing automobile traffic to be reduced. Toward that end, we ask that plans for the
Westside Extension Transit Corridor include:
•
•
•.
•
•

A subway connection into Century City
A subway station (stop/portal) at Santa Monica Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars
A north/south connector from Expo Light Rail (which runs parallel to the 1-10 Fwy)
More buses, including Metro, Santa Monica, Culver City, Commuter Express, to and from
Century City - especially after 5:30 p.m. to accommodate employees
A transportation connector between Beverly Hills and Century City

Westfield's commitment to improving traffic and environmental conditions by bringing additional
transit opportunities to the Westside is so great that we are currently planning to set aside space
at the site of our project for a future portal at Santa Monica Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars.
While we recognize the major investment made through the recent construction of the Santa
Monica Boulevard Transit Parkway Project, we still need more transit options.
Thank you again for considering our concerns.

Sincerely,

~---

Senior Vice President
West Coast Development
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Thursday, November 01,2007
Roger L. Martin
Transportation Planning Manager, Transportation Development & Implentation
Metr~p.Qlitilll.Iransportation Authority
Dear Mr. Martin:
Thank you so much for your and your colleagues' efforts in putting together the
recent series of community meetings to give Westside residents the opportunity to hear
about and give our input into MTA strategic planning for future services to be offered by
the MTA with regard to rail service. This was an opportunity I was hoping for a long
time would come our way.
Likewise, I would like to personally thank those of you in attendance for the
opportunity to personally speak and air my own ideas, and to submit them in writing. I
hope-and believe that this is an example of government at its best. And I hope that the
input received by you from me and my fellow citizens will be taken seriously in your
planning.
Accordingly, attached hereto is a more detailed version of what I attempted to convey in
my two minutes of time at the microphone. In listening to others at both the earlier
Beverly Hills meeting and then this week at West Hollywood's Plummer Park, my own
ideas were enriched from others' suggestions and concerns. My proposal here included
reflects many of those suggestions as not merely compromises between legitimately
concerned parties. They are, I- believe real improvements on what I originally thought
prior to these meetings. And, accordingly, they are now part of what I believe is a better
set of ideas that I believe now will best serve the residents of Beverly Hills, West
Hollywood, West Los Angeles, and ultimately the greater Los Angeles region as the
MTA's rail network grows, adapts, and matures over the years to take into considerations
'the need of our citizens and the resources available. I hope you will take this opportunity
to seriously share and debate the merits of this proposal with your colleagues as you plan
further.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you or any of your colleagues would like to
discuss any of this further with me. Until then, I remain..

MTA WESTSIDE REDLINE CONSIDERATIONS
NEED FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICE
Growing Populations
Since the creation of the United States more than 200 years ago, the opportunities
vitality of its cities and economies, coupled with the political freedoms promised in its
chartering documents have resulted in tremendous population growth-both in cities that
pre-dated the revolution and in the thousands that have since appeared. Caused new
births, growing life expectancies and by massive if episodic immigrations from around
the world, the United States population-barely 100 million a century ago-now exceeds
300 million. Indeed it is anticipated to approach 'h billion well before the next tum of the
century. And California's growth has been equally meteoric. Now closing in on 40
million, the state's population is expected to hit close to 50 million before 2050. The 7county region that is Southern California will soon be home to 25 million of us. By
contrast, in 1882 when the late General Douglas MacArthur left Los Angeles for posts
overseas, the city had less than 100,000 people!
But the very factors that have made Southern California the magnet that it is for
so long-warm weather, clear skies, a booming economy-now threaten to result in its
strangulation from overpopulation and the effects thereof as improvements and
maintenance of infrastructure have failed to keep pace with that growth. Gridlock traffic
caused by increasing numbers of cars on a relatively static amount of road space on a
finite area of land is increasing every year, lengthening commute times, and depressing
worker productivity-to say nothing of damaging quality of life for those suffering
increasing commute times. Resulting increased pollution from cars sitting idle in
bumper-to-bumper traffic is only exacerbating health problems. And the now welldocumented and accelerating problem of global warming with its own attendant
consequences of draught, looming water shortages, wildfires, and northern migration of
once-exotic tropical diseases.
Economic Vitality Threatened
While fashionable in certain circles to blame stunted productivity on excessive
taxation-a concept that resulted in Proposition 13 and its progeny-in the years since
voter approval of that measure, the same public infrastructure that helped California to
keep up with past growth in the form of new universities, schools, roads, utilities and
public services have in turn experience their own "draught" of funding the effects of
which are now increasingly manifest· as described above. In terms of transportation
infrastructure, the system is essentially "mature" in that-short of wholesale clearing of
major contiguous swaths of land (an idea untenable given current sentiment and
resources)-very little additional surface road space to relieve congestion can be built in
the foreseeable future to accommodate increases in vehicle numbers. Los Angeles, which
once had a vibrant surface mass-transit system that served its needs well, saw the end of
the "Red Cars" decades ago. Metastatic growth in traffic gridlock, by increasing
commuting times for worker delivery times from centers of production and distribution to .
area consumers and trans-shipping to points beyond only further burden production costs
and harm the economic competitiveness of southern California relative to other regions
and nations. Only in recent years has the region begun to see and feel the consequences

of past neglect to the degree that the pain of taxation to fix the problem has come to be
viewed as a necessity that must be endured if the region is to survive and be worth living
and doing business in for all its citizens. And yet now in 2007 the problem continues to
worsen as residual past reticence to underground rail funding continues-a consequence
of construction delays, cost overruns, and so-forth that are part-and-parcel of any major
public works project.
.
Conclusion
Past, ongoing and projected population increases in the nation, state and region
are fast forcing upon us economic realities that leave little choice but to reinvest in a long
neglected public transportation infrastructure.
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
Additional Buses
As described above, surface streets are already taxed beyond designed traffic
capacity for increasingly-long time periods each day, such that "rush-hour" in certain
areas-notable especially in the "west side" and along freeways such as the 405--ean no
longer be mitigated merely adding more lanes. The compelled choice, therefore is to
somehow get more people out of their private vehicles, making use of mass transit.
Historically in Los Angeles and surrounding areas, this has meant adding buses. But
while adding buses or adding reticulated versions may serve certain purposes-such as
relieving quite evident crowding on buses, and reducing bus waiting times at heavilyimpacted stops-past experience shows that merely adding bus capacity is generally
insufficient enticement to automobile commuters to abandon their vehicles. Buses are
widely acknowledged as slow, even if not crowded, with cross-town trips (such as down
Wilshire or Santa Monica Boulevards) frequently taking one or two hours each way even
if line transfers are not required. Even synchronizing traffic signais or limiting stops for
so-called "express" lines such as now exist on those routes have not proven sufficient to
cut enough off commute times to lure commuters who can afford cars out of their cars
and into the buses. And because buses are-at least for the foreseeable future consumers
.of fossil fuels of various sorts-pollution and greenhouse gas emissions are still of
concern. Where used in conjunction with rail, however, they can be effective "feeder"
lines to funnel commuters into rail stations, and thereby lure drivers that otherwise are
turned off by lengthy and time-consuming bus-only trips. In short, buses are only part of
the solution.

Dedicated Bus ways
Dedicated bus ways, such as the highly-touted "Orange Line" running east-towest through the San Fernando Valley, also ,have only limited application. While they
too are part of the solution where feaSible, the mere fact that available rights-of-way such
as preceded the Orange Line (and the soon-to-be constructed Expo Line) arefew and far
between. Moreover, because they are by nature surface routes, they frequently cross
other traffic--often heavily traveled routes. And the result is that not only is local
vehicular traffic at or near these frequent intersections further slowed--even stoppedwhen the buses pass, the buses themselves are frequently slowed down at such
intersections that cannot be avoided short of building above or below crossing-grade.

Light (surface) rail
. Surface rail-such as the MTA' s Blue Line through most of its length and Green
Line-have the advaritage of being relatively immune to road crossings (at least where
they are fenced off). But where they must cross surface traffic, inevitable cautionary
slowing detracts from the speed advantage that is supposed to help make it more
attractive to commuters. This can be dealt with only in degree by changing the rail bed to
above or below crossing grade-an expensive endeavor that in itself causes cautionary
slowing of the rail cars. Witness the often snail-pace at which the MTA Gold Line
proceeds between Union Station in downtown Los Angeles and eastern Pasadena.
Curves and crossing caution slow the line to the point that even during rush hour it is not
uncommon for it to be slower even than congested freeway traffic; taking upwards of:y.
hour to make the trip. And this assumes no careless drivers vainly try to "beat the train"
and instead end up in a collision adding many hours to the commuters' delay-to say
nothing of added repair andlegal expenses attendant to such incidents. And-as manifest
far too often-these events occur with all-too-frequent regularity on such rail systems.
Heavy (underground) Rail
Since the early-mid 1800's in Europe, subway rail systems carrying commuters
beneath already-built-up and congested cities have come to be appropriately viewed as an
effective-even preferable (from the commuter's standpoint at least) alternative to singlepassenger vehicles from the standpoint of speed relative to surface-street traffic passenger
capacity. Moreover, because of both the speed advantages of underground rail-which is
unimpeded by surface street crossings-eombined with the per-train capacity, such
systems have the potential to lure many more drivers out of their vehicles and into the rail
system if the network. can be developed sufficiently for passengers to perceive a
significant and dependable advantage. Underground rail does however entail higher
construction costs. Although deep tunneling might avoid many of the utility line
headaches that accompany cut-and-cover methods, and land above underground stations
can be reclaimed and redeveloped for other uses-even ongoing revenue-producing ones
such as high-rise apartments/condos/offices/retail spaces-tunneling does however come
with it its own cost additions: insertion and extraction of equipment, groundwater, soilcollapse, gas pocket, or seismic hazards to name a few. But if routes are wisely chosen,
the system adequately developed to become actually useful, cities that have them (such as
Paris, London, New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Washington, DC) find them to be of
immense long-term benefit to the long-term economic, aesthetic, and social health and
viability over bus-only systems.
Conclusion
. Pre-existing and rapidly worsening traffic congestion in the Los Angeles Basin
caused by ongoing population growth are posing an increasing threat to the economy,
quality of life, and physical health of the region's inhabitants. Inaction or inadequate
planning and action will· only exacerbate the problem and should not be consideredeven in the face of considerable costs attendant to any solution.
Merely adding more vehicles to the MTA fleets-while cheapest in the short
run-will also only allow the area's transportation woes to worsen. While more buses

will ease the overcrowding on each bus, the street grid those buses must travel on is
already overtaxed and will only further slow traffic. And slowing speeds make the
MTA's goal ofluring drivers out of their cars no more tenable. Converting pre-existing
mixed-vehicle traffic lanes to dedicated bus lanes may make a dent in snail-pace bus
speeds. But they will only worsen an already-bad problem for all other traffic which will
then be restricted to fewer lanes per road.
Dedicated busways such as the Orange Line have a place: lower construction
costs being chief among them. But surface rights of way must be acquired-if viable
routes exist at all-a significant inherent limitation in itself. At best, such additions to
the MTA's system can play only a small part in any solution master plan.
Light rail has limitations similar to bus ways in lengthy contiguous surface rights
must be acquired in order to develop the rail lines: lines that physically divide
communities, block or further slow traffic, create ongoing noise and traffic hazard issues.
Because they are (except for elevated monorail systems-which have their own noise and
expense issues)-inevitably and frequently crossing at street grade, light rail lines such as
the Blue and Gold lines are inherently slower. The loss of the speed advantage greatly
diminishes such systems' attractiveness to potential users, driving down potential
riderships and revenues needed to build, operate and maintain the lines.
Heavy (underground) rail is by most measures more costly to construct than the
other alternatives. This is however offset by significant savings in land acquisitions, and
preservation of alternative additional redevelopment co-use options that can add revenue
streams that will· continue for decades. Where stations are spaced at intervals that
appropriately account for both desired train speeds and convenient location to the greatest
number of potential users as indicated by residential, employment, civic and economic
activity density needs, subway systems can overcome many of the cost advantages of
above-described alternatives. . And given existing dearth of available land, when all
factors are taken into consideration, maximum effort should be devoted to expanding this
alternative, even to the exclusion of others-especially where matching funds are
available from state and national governments to best leverage available local revenues.

AREAS SERVED
Positive and Negative Local impacts on immediate areas
No matter what solutions are attempted to alleviate the region's worsening
transportation gridlock, advantages and disadvantages will accrue to the areas most
heavily impacted by the placement of the routes and their construction. These are all
factors that deserve attention in appropriate degree. Some impacts are transitory---during
construction, for example. Some are more permanent-increased economic activity near
subway stations on the "plus" side; soaring residential rents increasing hardship for the
very people public transportation is most intended to serve on the "minus" side.
'
When the city of West Hollywood revamped Santa Monica Boulevard, companies.
awarded construction contracts obviously benefited immensely. And at the end of the
day when the project was complete, the city was certainly well-served on balance. But
year-plus long vehicle and pedestrian traffic disruptions were quite damaging to many
local business. Indeed more than a few former merchants-·-who had been long-time
contributors to the city's sales tax base-were eventually forced to close their doors when

business dried up as customers went elsewhere rather than hassle with parking, mud,
noise, and such. While those businesses were eventually replaced by others, simple
fairness dictates that provision-perhaps in the form of temporary subsidies, relocation
assistance or tax breaks-be given pre-existing negatively-impacted businesses in such
instances. And economic impact is real-a fact recognized in the improvement districts
that levy extra taxes on those businesses that remain to profit from the additional foot
traffic funneled their way when subway stops opened on Hollywood's Red Line.
As for impact on area residents, while the general "sprucing up" around the stops
has aesthetic benefits, significant property appreciation accruing to landlords all-too-often
has translated into significant rent increases on those living in the area; residents who
often have lived there for many years and on fixed incomes, such as seniors or the
disabled. Where the rapidly-disappearing protections of local rent stabilization are not
available (as in buildings constructed since 1979) lower-even middle-income residents
are often simply forced to move out of the area and often to areas not served by mass
transit, putting them right back into cars that once again add to the traffic problem. While
state law may prohibit outright rent control, however, this problem might be mitigated by
municipalities creating a sliding-scale, graduated tax on rents on residential housing in
the immediate areas. This would diminish the economic benefits of rent increases on
sitting tenants by landlords simply taking advantage of increasing surrounding property
values.
Another important factor for MTA planners and civic leaders to consider is
impact on the "character" of an area caused by the addition of new MTA facilities. The
change in business mix around a subway stop, for example may well bring in merchants
or businesses that are able to pay higher rents to landlords. And hopefully at least some
of the new jobs would be higher paying. But it should not be overlooked that many of
the businesses that add unique character to impacted areas will be lost. As a case in
point, in the Fairfax District of West Hollywood, it should be assumed that many of the
locally-owned small grocers, salons, barbers, hardware stores, bakeries and the like
owned and run for years-even decades in cases-by West Hollywood residents will not
survive the rent increases that will inevitably accompany a subway stop at Fairfax and
Santa Monica. It is these very business that have given the area its "Jewish Quarter,"
"Little Russia" and (further west) "Boys' Town" that make West Hollywood unique, give
it a world-wide reputation, and make it such a very special place to live, work and play.
And it is just establishments; such characteristics that are threatened with the same overdevelopment that created the "Condo Corridor" of Westwood that have long-since robbed
that area of any local charm.
Geographic areas
Certainly there are some areas that would prefer to not have transportation
upgrades. And admittedly in every area there will inevitably be the "squeaky wheels"
among "Not In My BackYard" types that will attempt to block construction regardless of
the greater good served. Witness the now-abandoned plans for a "Beverly Hills
Freeway" that was killed years ago. But with worsening traffic throughout greater Los
Angeles, consensus is emerging that-something simply must be done. Unfortunately with
mass transit needs in the basin having been neglected for decades, few areas aren 'f in
need. So with limited economic resources, MTA planners will be hard-pressed to

prioritize the mix and type of projects to make best use of available dollars; "best" being
defined as the most bang for the buck for the most people who are currently underserved.
This must however be planned with an eye to adaptability to future system
expansions while serving population and economic nodes. The task at hand currently
under consideration with respect to the Westside of Los Angeles involves choosing
between several proposed routes-and where to put the stations. Maximizing the
distance between stations will speed up the trains and minimize surface construction
disruption. But that will mean making the system less accessible, and thereby less
attractive from that standpoint. Finding a "happy medium"--open to adjustment to take
into consideration local nodes that might otherwise be excluded due to falling inside the
recommended station spacing distances-is therefore equally important. Because (unlike
bus stops) train stations can not be created with a signature and the posting of a route sign
and bench.
PROPOSED ROUTES
Beverly HillslWilshire Boulevard
The cities of Beverly Hills and West Hollywood happily now both seem to be
largely on board in terms of seeing the need for Red Line expansion. And both have
compelling reasons for their respective stances: Beverly Hills is bisected by Wilshire
Boulevard; arguably the busiest corridor in Los Angeles, in terms of economic activity,
employment and traffic. West Hollywood, on the other hand-with a similar population
is mo.re dense and equally congested on its main thoroughfares of Sunset and Santa
Monica Boulevards, Fountain and Melrose Avenues.
And because of income
demographics, its citizens need or choose to use mass transit in numbers greater than do
the resident of Beverly Hills.
Continuing the Red Line westward directly down Wilshire from Western Avenue
to its intersection with Santa Monica Boulevard would hugely benefit the traffic situation
on Wilshire-and benefit those in the Beverly Hills "flats" that have to contend with
current traffic headaches. Also, those who do not live in that city, but who ride the
Wilshire MTA bus lines to work there or points west would benefit in terms of commute
time. This route does, however, cut West Hollywood's residents totally out, with their
only access points being far south via bus to La Brea and Wilshire, Fairfax and Wilshire,
La Cienega and Wilshire or Century City-far beyond the West Hollywood city limits.
The Beverly Hills Mass Transit Committee has proposed in its study not having a stop at
Wilshire and Santa Monica out of desire to keep stations to 1.1 mile intervals. That
proposal would instead have a stop further to the east at Beverly Drive and Wilshire.
And it would therefore force travelers on Santa Monica Boulevard's MTA lines to walk
between 3/8 and II:! miles from Santa Monica to access that station; a distance that many
elderly and handicapped riders are simply not up to traversing-especially in inclement
weather or after dark.
With the line turning onto/under Santa Monica Boulevard at Wilshire to Century
Park East, Century City-another natural economic/population node-would be equally
well served. And with some configuration to the East, it might be possible to tunnel
under the Wilshire Country Club golf course to rejoin Wilshire in the heavily-populatedand-traveled Westwood corridor with a minimum of surface disruption through the side
residential areas-a strategy that would go a long way to overcoming potential
neighborhood opposition that will likely develop if it is perceived by local residents that

tunneling and subsequent train vibrations will disturb their peace. Continuing westward
through and stopping at Westwood will well serve UCLA's 60-80 thousand students and
staff-as well as make more accessible to Angelino's the University's much-needed
research and hospital facilities that currently inconvenient to most of the city. Continuing
to and beyond the 405 freeway with an early stop there just to the west of the interchange
(on already-publicly-owned land) will also provide much needed access for veterans to
the VA complex-especially if the station is located at such a point as to allow for tie-in
to a future rail line paralleling the 405 running from the northern San Fernando Valley,
through Sepulveda Pass, through Westwood, Culver City-tying in with the new Expo
line-and on down eventually to LAX and beyond to the SouthBay, LA Harbor and Long
Beach. Future extension of this line could even eventually incorporate Orange County
into the system-a real cost advantage to users, given the high prices of Metrolink that
make that system simply unaffordable to many lower-income users.
West Hollywood/Santa Monica Boulevard
While the Western terminus of the Red Line is well in the future-and in little
dispute (at least between West Hollywood and Beverly Hills), the route for the eastern
extension has developed into a point of competition between two well-reasoned positions.
Whereas the all-Wilshire route makes sense at first glance from a "direct route"
standpoint, as well as having the likelihood of getting the most number of cars off the
road, the all-West Hollywood (from Hollywood down to LaBrea, thence westward) route
would serve a population more in need of subsidized mass transit. From a traffic
standpoint, both routes are clogged from one end to the other during rush hour. So a
compelling case could be made for either from that standpoint.
Beverly Hills-West Hollywood-Beverly Hills via Wilshire/San Vicente/Santa Monica
Boulevards
A third route-a hybrid, so to speak-might actually make more sense, however
from a number of standpoints. This proposed route would still take Wilshire from
Western Avenue west to eastern Beverly Hills, including stops at La Brea and at Fairfax
at Wilshire serving both the southern edge of the Fairfax district and the cultural
attractions of LA's "Museum Row." But instead of stopping at La Cienega, this route
would continue slightly further west to San Vicente Boulevard, thence turning up San
Vicente with stops at Third Street or Beverly Boulevard serving riders accessing the
major hospital complex at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and the commercial hubs
surrounding the Beverly Center. The active small oil field complex confined to the lot on
the west edge of the Beverly Center complex may actually prove useful on this route in
that field operators are likely already venting any pressurized methane or natural gas
pocket in the oil dome that underlies the area stretching southeastward through the
LaBrea Tar Pits to Olympic Boulevard. Additional planning consideration must include
the fact that the new major storm sewer underlying San Vicente Boulevard will need to
be tunneled underneach.
From the Cedars/Beverly Center under this proposal, the next stop would be at
San Vicente and Santa Monica Boulevard-steps away from the LA County Sheriff's
station, a stone's throw from the Design Center, the West Hollywood Park, the city's
nightclub district and Pavilion's Grocery Store, and running right by the MTA Bus

complex in West Hollywood! At this point, the trains would then continue under Santa
Monica Boulevard through Central Beverly Hills adjacent to the north edge of its
business district with the next stop approximately I mile later at Rexford and Santa
Monica (adjacent to the Beverly Hills Civic Center at the northeast comer of the
"Business Triangle." This stop would have three advantages: First, its convenience to
the myriad civic, governmental and law enforcement services at the Civic Center.
Second, the station's location could be built under already-govemment-owned land in the
part across the street under the north side of Santa Monica Boulevard. And by
positioning it a few blocks east of Beverly Boulevard, both ends of the Beverly Hills
Business Triangle's commuters would be served. And third, that location would be also
adjacent to significant parking resources-with room for more for those wishing to "park
and ride."
This proposed route would then continue on to a stop at Wilshire Boulevard
before continuing onto Century City and then back up to Wilshire as described above.
The advantages to this route are many:
--Both cities are served by the new Red (or Purple) line.
--All major nodes in both cities are served, except for La Brea and Santa Monica-which
is 3/4 mile from the Hollywood and Highland Redline Stop or I mile south to La Brea
and Wilshire on the Red/Purple line.
--MTA riders of both Santa Monica and Wilshire bus Lines can easily interconnect with
each area.
--If the San Vicente and Wilshire Station is properly planned and constructed with extra
depth, it can be readily adapted for a future southeastward extension down San Vicente to
Venice Boulevard and thence eastward to intersect a future Western Avenue north-south
subway line connecting Hollywood, Mid-Wilshire, Crenshaw, MLK Boulevard, and
points south to the Green Line/Century Freeway, and on to South Central and south Bay
cities including Torrance and eventually tying back into the 405 as it sweep through that
area.
--It would have the potential of thereby incorporating vast populations into service by the
MTA, increasing the system's ridership and revenue.
CONCLUSION
I believe a combination of Wilshire, San Vicente and Santa Monica
Boulevards would be the best option in terms of mass-transit dependent populations
served. I believe it also has a number potential new riders enticed into the system
thereby alleviating surface traffic equal if not superior to either a Beverly Hills-only
or West Hollywood-only route since both sets of commuters in both cities would have
station and sur:face route connection access equal to either route. Moreover, because
each area's rider population would have easier access to the other area, this route
would have many of these synergies that would accrue if both the Beverly Hills-only
and West Hollywood-only routes had been built, even though this preferable alternate
would be only marginally-longer.
And the use of San Vicente Boulevard makes available a potential crossconnection diagonally across western Greater Los Angeles with the Crenshaw
district and other lines that are still on the drawing board by creating real benefits
as soon as in-service to all concerned, while preserving adaptability for synergistic

future system growth as herein contemplated.

In summary, I believe that
dispassionate analysis of the ·pros and cons of each option point to the route
described above as best serving the residents of the immediately-impacted areas as
well as those who will stand to benefit from the also-proposed future construction of
San Vicente-to Venice Boulevard, Western Avenue-to South Bay, and 405
Freeway/Simi Valley-to-South Bay lines that promise to immensely impact for the
better the transportation needs of Southern California's residents and economies.
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November 1, 2007

David Mieger, Project Manager, Metro
One Gateway Plaza, Mailstop 99-22-5
Los Angeles, CA, 90012

Re: Westside Extension Transit Corridor

Dear Mr. Mieger.
In response to the issues posed at the Westside Extensionscoping meetings held in
early October, I am submitting my extended comments in writing. I submitted these via
your "comments" form on the Metro website, but that format was clearly going to be
unreadable. I am therefore forwarding hard copy of my comments to you, in this
format, to be certain that my comments will be clear.

I will structure my comments by addressing the "What we want to hear from you" slide
of the information packet.

PART I: The question "Should there be a new transit alternative to serve the
Westside?" is absolutely insulting to anyone who lives, works, or tries to
commute thru the Westside.
It's not an issue of "should" there be-it's a question of how fast it can be
built. The area identified as the Westside Extension Corridor has needed multiple
alternatives to road based traffic since before I moved to Los Angeles 15 years ago.
That the Red Line stub now called the Purple Line was not finished when it was started
is the biggest mistake in the history of the City of Los Angeles, LA County and LA County
Metropolitan Transit Authority. It will now cost multiple billions of dollars to complete
some version of the "subway to the sea", rather than the slightly more than 1 billion it
would have cost had the project simply continued. Metro has invested several hundred
million dollars studying, planning, implementing and now maintaining a Rapid Bus
system that is held hostage on a minute to minute basis by road based traffic

conditions. That is NOT a solution to gridlock-:-it contributes to it! None of the Rapid
lines is any more reliable than the existing local service-which is to say, it's late more
than 40% of the time. Rapid may be slightly faster than local service, but it's nothing
like timely, no matter what the Metro propaganda take-ones say.

PART II: The issue of which mode or alignment should be studied has to be
limited to modes that do NOT in any way, shape, or form rely or utilize in any
way existing roads or bus routes. Here's my considered evaluation of the
alternatives presented at the scoping meeting:
Rapid Bus has already been deployed on multiple corridors in the Westside Extension
Corridor, and has only "achieved" what I as a daily commuter/rider can possibly describe
as a minimal improvement in elapsed time. This solitary minimal plus has to be
measured against a long list of minuses. To be specific:

•

Rapids are (given their free-running schedules) almost entirely unpredictable
as to their arrival/departure times, whether there's a published schedule for a line
or not. Rapids, in my observation, get bunched more often than locals. The more
Rapids that run on a street, the more bunched they get. Rapids on the 720 line
often bunch in groups as high as 6 and 7; and just this morning, I saw three 920's
running under a block apart. Bus bunching appears to be an utterly insoluble
problem for Metro. Continuing to add more buses to simply to bunch them up is a
waste of both capital dollars to buy said bunching buses, AND of operating dollars.

•

Rapids have no potential to alleviate traffic/road based disasters like the
virtual shutdown of the 405 yesterday (Oct 30, 2007) by a traffic accident, because
Rapids are trapped on the same roads as people in local buses and people in
personal cars. Again, they contribute to the problem, they don't solve it.

•

The push for "bigger, bigger, bigger" buses on Rapid lines leads to far higher

maintenance costs for their much vaunted articulated buses-not to
mention that some sources I have read indicate that articulated buses will require
more frequent replacement than other types of bus. Metro's focus on these

buses is misguided and spendthrift, unless an alternative that will move MORE
people that these articulators can be brought online by the time they begin to wear
out in 5-7 years time.

•

Being subject to traffic makes Rapid buses likely to be involved in accidents with
members of the general public, exposing Metro to lawsuits and legal costs

when people are injured or killed. These kinds of dollars must be considered
alongside fuel and labor when considering the operating cost-effectiveness of the
various 'modes'.
•

Rapid buses-even articulators-are theoretically limited to less than 90 passengers
per vehicle. During the busiest 'rush' hours, this is clearly an inadequate load, since
I see people packed onto these buses so tightly people can't even reach a
handhold. While Metro may consider it safe to have riders standing in the aisles, the
truth is that it is highly unsafe for a person to be standing in any moving vehicle;

standing in a moving vehicle which is trying to maneuver through Los
Angeles' stop and go traffic is an open invitation to serious injury.

Bus Rapid Transit is no better than Rapid Bus. The only differences appear to be:
•

A "dedicated busway". This is of limited use, however, when the line is AT GRADE,
and subject to cross traffic. All it takes to put the entire line out of service for the
whole of rush hour is a single idiot driver-as has been proven at least half a

dozen times in the year the Orange Line has been in service. A "busway" is nothing
but an expensive boondoogle that has to be repaved every year to get rid of
potholes.
•

Longer articulator allows for 100 passengers; but given the overcrowding/standing
behavior that occurs on every bus and rail line during rush hour, that's just more
people standing up to be seriously injured. Whatever happened to Safety First?

•

The idea that BRT can be 'converted' to rail at some futu~e point is an object lesson
in being penny wise and pound foolish. "Busway' improvements, such as the
roadbed, etc. will have to be completely torn out in order to 'convert' a BRT line to
rail. Conversion will take several years, during which the entire line would be out of
service. Every bit of gain in ridership that a BRT line might make will be undone by
such a conversion.

•

An analogy if you will: A Westside BRT would be to Metro what Disney's california
Adventure is to The Walt Disney Company-a major investment/project with
potentially huge profits, done on the cheap, and which has consequently failed

miserably to meet any of its goals; and which has to be redone at triple the cost of
having done it right the first time-and at a cost of enormous ill-will on the part of
the patrons, which has cost the millions, perhaps billions of dollars. DON'T MAKE

MICHAEL EISNER'S MISTAKE all over the Westside!

This means the ONLY acceptable alternative as some form of grade separatedmeaning subterranean--rail, particularly since Metro is already heavily invested in
tunneling technology for the Gold Une. Here's why it has to be rail:
•

Rail is RELIABLE. I've commuted via Metro to jobs in Long Beach, downtown Los
Angeles, and on the Miracle Mile over the last 10 years. When I was commuting to
Long Beach via the Green Line/Blue Line, I was late perhaps 3 times a year due to a
transit problem-usually a suicide by train. Even in the worst EI Nino storms, I was
able to be on time to my job on Pine/Ocean in Long Beach. If I had to be at my job
in the Wilshire District at any particular time, I'd have been fired the first weekbecause riding Metro buses (particularly the 20) means that the best I can promise
anyone is a 30 minute window when I expect to arrive at the office.

•

Rail is FAST. Examples:
•

The Green Line will get me from Aviation Station to the 110 Freeway Bus Lanes
in 10 minutes. To take the 120 bus requires between 25 and 30 minutes.

•

To take the Purple Line from Wilshire/Western to 7th Metro is a 9 minute ride, no
matter what time of day it is. To take the 720, it's 20 minutes (I did it two weeks
ago at 1 pm.) To take the 20, it's 30 minutes or more.

•

Rail is much greener than CNG buses, because electricity is much greener than CNG.
And as solar, wind and other alternative power generation systems come on line, rail
won't require major changes to its wiring/power systems. Should a cleaner fuel
system become the standard, Metro would have to replace all it's buses-AGAIN.

•

Metro needs to keep in mind that tunneling on the Westside is a PERMANENT

change to the geography of Los Angeles County, and I believe some level of
forecasting about technologies 30, 50, or even 100 years out has to be taken into
account. The London Underground still utilizes some tunnels that are more than 100
years old. There are Roman viaducts intact after 2000 years in Italy that still carry
their daily drinking water There are NO other alternatives for Los Angeles transit

with the potential to still be in use 100, 200 or more years from now, if they're
properly engineered and maintained.
•

Given that the existing Red/Purple Lines are HRT systems, it would seem the height
of stupidity to change to a Light Rail Transit configuration in the middle of those
lines. Ditto changing from a subterranean line to an at-grade or elevated track, given
the that costs are nearly the same. Considering the current residential density and
projected in-fill growth on the Westside, a HRT subway appears to be the only
workable alternative to me.

•

That position would additionally be supported by the enormous increase in job
density on the Westside that Metro's presentation posits. The information presented
on LRT indicates that a 3 car, 500 passenger/train configuration is the maximum
load of light rail. A heavy rail configuration doubles that capacity. If the job density .
projections are even close to accurate, light rail would have a very difficult job
meeting that need, even at a 5 minute headway on the trains. Certainly there are
times when this is true on the Blue Line already.

•

It seems exceptionally foolish to cut the possible passenger load by half at the
outset. HRT infrastructure appears from my reading to have the greatest flexibility
for future innovation, because it creates a larger footprint underground.

•

HRT has a 15 mph advantage in speed over an LRT configuration. Should a "limited
stops" configuration on the line be desired in the future, 15 mph is significant.

•

In terms of station size, a 270 foot station length would leave very little room in
subterranean stations for any kind of income-producing partnerships. The larger 450
foot stations could well partner with business to include station level retail, pay
.public restrooms, wi-fi stations, etc. The existing Wilshire/Western underground
space could very easily hold all of these today.

•

Additionally, a 450 foot station could facilitate multiple entrance/exit strategies at
stations, after the manner of the 7th Metro Station, where one can exit on Figueroa
or Flower. Multiple entrances/exits would also present much more effective
emergency exit plans or use of Metro stations as emergency shelters in case of
disasters or terrorist attacks.

After all the reading I've done and serious consideration, it's my belief that HRT is the
only truly workable-and permanent--solution for transit in the Westside Corridor.

Part III: Where should stations be? Where the most people are going to use them,
obViously.
It's clear from the materials presented at the meeting that a single alternative line is
going to be inadequate from the start. Even if the 'subway to the sea' had been finished
way back when, we would have to be looking at requiring additional transit corridors at
this point. Wilshire is simply too far south of the hills for too much of the LA city basin.
An additional alignment down Santa Monica Blvd is required to cover the 'hills' area,
particularly given the touristy nature of the Hollywood area.

Here are the stations I would propose for these two lines.

PURPLE UNE/primarily Wilshire Alignment extending from current
Wilshire/Western station:

Wilshire/Crenshaw is required to service the very busy 210 local line, and should
become the termination point for the 710 when this subway comes online. The
Wilshire/Western corner had trouble enough BEFORE adding this additional line to that
mess.

Wilshire/La Brea-existing Metro Customer Service Center would be a good location.
The Grove/Farmer's Market/CBS/Pan Pacific Park-there should be a full on
TRANSIT CENTER above the station at street level, with pull in/layover areas, a taxi
stand, and a Park La Brea/Pan Pacific Park shuttle service that very senior-living
intensive area between Wilshire and Beverly. Should be located somewhere in current
parking area near restaurants. Perhaps the developer would be willing to work with
Metro in developing/expanding his existing parking structures to include "paying" park

and ride customers-it would be a perfect example of how TAP could be integrated with
a commercial concern.
•

Even if more people don't visit The Grove than go to Disneyland, there are many,
many more people walking around and moving in and out of the streets between
La Brea and Fairfax on 3rd Street than there are on Wilshire between La Brea and
Fairfax outside of actual "rush" hours, partly due to the large Orthodox
community that exists in the Fairfax District. Given this, and the location of
Cedars Sinai between 3'd and Beverly, it's necessary for the line to move
northwards slightly thru the Miracle Mile area.
•

An additional DASH line should be negotiated to do a c1ockwise/
counterclockwise loop of the area. A simple quadilateralloop that runs via 3'd
Street on the north, La Brea on the east, Wilshire Blvd on the south, and San
Vicente/La Cienega on the west, back up to 3rd Street, at the corner near
Loehmans and the Beverly center. Perhaps a modification of the Fairfax
DASH?

Beverly Center/Cedar Sinai-should be located directly under San Vicente, with an
exit on one side of station at the hospital-perhaps Cedars would be willing to partner a
basement level entrance directly into the hospital-and one side directly into shopping
level connected elevators at the Beverly Center. There is no point in doing ANYTHING in
the study area if it doesn't connect directly to this major employer and health care
center facility.
•

Another site where perhaps the mall owner/developer would be willing to work
to upgrade/increase/reconfigure parking to provide monthly "pay" park and ride
areas with direct elevator access to train platform for Metro patons.

Wilshire/La Cienega-necessary return to Wilshire alignment; connects to 705/105
collecting workers from South LA to move them to jobs in Beverly Hills. This is a
CRmCAL stop location.

Wilshire/Doheny-Beverly Hills work force requirement

Wilshire/Santa Monica-termination for Santa Monica spur alignment
Ave of the Stars/Constellation-the Century City stop needs to be in the MIDDLE
of Century City, not out along the Santa Monica edge. Two Century City DASH type
shuttles should be put in place-one east-west to cover Olympic-Constellation-Santa
Monica, fashion and one north-south to cover Ave/Stars and the east and west
Parkways. Both shuttles should stop at the shopping center/parking lot. Again, work
with owner on "pay" park and ride areas and upgrades to parking.

Wishire/Manning-it's clear that a stop somewhere in Westwood is needed before the
UCLA campus, but there's already far too much "Wilshire/Westwood" transit traffic
jamming that intersection, what with all the Santa Monica buses, the Culver City 6, and
the 20/720 traffic. Manning would provide walking access to apartments, and is on a
more direct line of access to UCLA Medical Center.

UCLA-needs a minimum of 2 stops. One stop needs to be at the county
hospital/medical complex. There's no point whatsoever in putting any kind of rail line
within 2 miles of UCLA that doesn't go to that hospital. The current UCLA Transit Center
on Hilgard should be relocated to this hospital rail line stop, and layover facilities for all
agencies that serve it should be included in the station facilities. Metro should work with
the university to determine where else on the campus the University feels a stop or
stops would be most helpful. Given the sheer number of jobs at UCLA, it may be
necessary to violate the 1 mile stop rule to locate multiple stops within the campus-for
example one at the hospital, one at the Ackerman Union in the center of campus, and
one in the northwest bubble of the campus, in or near student housing.

Veteran's Administration-The VA is a very big property, and as more and more
former soldiers age, access to it is going to be more and more important. The size of the
property may justify also 2 stops, one on the far north side of the property near

Patton/MacArthur, and one at the southern corner at Wilshire/Federal.

Wilshire /Bundy-while Santa Monica IS the main street of the City of Santa Monica,
and it seems logical to service it, Wilshire actually provides more access to apartments
and condos; Santa Monica is only two short blocks south. Bundy is a major intersecton
in Santa Monica, with a Big Blue Bus service of its own.

Wilshire/20th-this stop would provide, hospital staff and patients 1 block walking
access to St Johns Medical Center.

Wilshire/3 rd Street Promenade-A stop that exits to Santa Monica Place on one side,
with a view to the pier, and exits into the Promenade on the other side would be ideal.
Work with City of Santa Monica re: parking. Perhaps there's an opportunity to improve
all their 2nd and 4th street parking structures in return for "pay" park and ride space for
Metro.

SANTA MONICA SPUR, starting at Hollywood/Highland Red Line Station

Santa Monica/La Brea-drops down and avoids historic houses along Sunset. Work
with DASH to route to this station from Sunset.

Santa Monica/Fairfax-major N/S arterial north of Olympic, with connections to 4/704
and 217/780.

Santa Monica/La Cienega-major residential area, with local 4 and 105 providing
walking distance access to most of these

Santa Monica/San Vicente-is the Division 7 yard. With proper engineering and
design, it should be possible to redesign Division 7 so that multi-level new division that
services both the eXisting bus load AND has a subterranean 'train yard'. A stop here
could not only allow patrons to access ANY of the buses that depart from the Division,
but would service the library and the Pacific Design Center.

Santa Monica/Beverly-Rodeo-Beverly is shown on the current proposed map as a
stop for both rail lines. It would make more sense to put a stop at Doheny on one side
of Beverly Hills, and a stop at Beverly or Rodeo on the other, and then run a Dash type
bus between them, using Burton as the east-west corridor.

Santa Monica/Wilshire-termination of spur, trains switch tracks and continue on to
the beach.
•

This kind of configuration would provide "5 minute access" on the Santa Monica
to the beach end of the Purple Line (INCLUDING UCLA) the same way the
Red/Purple line timings provide 5 minute access between Vermont/Wilshire and
Union Station. That's a big win ..

Park IV: What is important in evaluating all the options is NOT worrying about money
first. Money can be raised in a variety of ways. What is most critical is to PLAN FOR
THE WORST POSSIBLE FUTURE. I realize that's heresy in today's political climate,
because planning for 25 or 30, or 50 years down the road isn't going to get that smiley
Los Angeles mayor of yours any votes for governor in 4 years, or any votes for President
in 10 years. BUT:
•

We got into this mess partly because back in the 60's, Metro's predecessor agency
tore up all the trolley lines.

•

We got into this mess partly because when it became clear in the 1960's that LA was
going to become a megalopolis, not just a metropolitan area with a lot of small,
close by cities, nobody planned anything but freeways.

•

We got into this mess mainly because nobody paid any attention to the 1973
gas crisis, and everyone in the State just presumed that spike in costs was a one
off. It wasn't; it was a warning that we failed to heed.

We CANNOT continue to plan for the 1960's California Dream as we've been doing. We
have to join the hard, practical cities of the East Coast, and while we hope for the bestWE MUST PLAN FOR THE WORST. Nobody in LA Country government-much less
Metro-has planned for the worst since I've lived here. Especially not when it comes to
traffic and gridlock. We're already at least 10 years behind the reality of what's been

~

This model of taxing mileage will do more to get people out of low mileage, high
emissions cars than any theoretical "carbon tax." It would also boost car salesbecause it won't be long before the SUV people just find it to expensive to drive
them. And it will almost immediately drive Metro ridership.

~

Another very useful aspect of this plan is that the rates and multipliers are easy
to adjust as technologies improve.

EXisting networks like OnStar have the bones of what is needed.

•:. Another option is to pass separate local BONDS for each rail line. Put each one on
the ballot and let the voters decide what they're willing to pay for. If the people are
prepared to pay for a Wilshire centered alignment, but NOT the Santa Monica spur,
then that's what gets built, until and unless the voters pass a bond for the spur.
~

If Los Angeles County is willing to support bond issues for building schools, then
LA County should behind the idea of supporting bond issues for critical
infrastructure like these subways very, very easily. The train lines and tunnels
will have a MUCH longer life span than any group of school buildings.

•:. These ideas are NOT mutually exclusive, nor are the bond issues. I see no reason
why there shouldn't be a half dozen rail lines being built at the same time.

THE BEACH
While the east-west and northwest-southeast service the two alignments currently
proposed for the Westside would go a tong way in improving mobility in the study area,
it's clear that without NORTH-SOUTH RAIL ACCESS that improvement is going to be
very limited. There is absolutely nothing in the study area that addresses the huge
number of drivers currently clogging up the 405. After this week/s demonstration on
October 30, 2007 of just how badly the rest of the Westside is gridlocked when the 405
is put out of service, I would think it would be critical to this study to also consider
where north/south rail alignments to provide an alternative to the 405 should be

happening on the Westside, and I don't know that it's possible to catch up, much less fix
it, in my lifetime, even if we build out both these alignments. We're just too far behind
the growth curve.

And that's not even mentioning the extreme things that need to be considered in
regards to things like terrorist attacks-the tunnels and stations should be able to be
used as emergency shelters, like the London Underground was during the Blitz, or like
Qualcomm Stadium was used last week in San Diego. What about earthquakes, or the
next big EI Nino season and flooding? There are no civil defense shelters anymore that I
know of. As a government agency, Metro should be considering how to help fill those
gaps. How about something as simple as power outages? How is Metro going to
generate enough power to run the trains, even if there's no power available from the
grid? As Metro moves forward in planning for sub-surface transit, all these emergency
applications need to be carefully accounted for.

I PART V: OTHER THOUGHTS:
FUNDING ALL THIS STUFF
This is very likely going to cost somewhere in the range of 20 billion dollars when it's all
said and done, and it's cheap at half the price. It's very clear that no matter what
Calfornia voters VOTE for, the state government is NOT going to allocate dollars back to
Los Angeles county to get any sort of major public transit built and deployed. Relying on
that kind of funding is counter-productive any way in may situations. It's far better if Los
Angeles County institutes its own funding plans. Here are some things to consider:

FIRST: Start taxing people by the miles they drive, just like taxi's charge for driving
people around!

If a private company like OnStar can have your car on their active system all the time,
then it has to be possible to create state/DMV system. Here are the elements that I
. think are needed to make this idea work.

·:. Cellphone-similar SIM cards that are wired/attached to every cars ignition and
odometer. Any time you turn on your car and start moving, the SIM card would
make a call to a state contracted, third party billing agency.
~

That company's database would notate the time, duration and odometeric
DISTANCE of your drive. This would generate a monthly log, like a cell phone
bill, that shows what time, for how long and how far a car was driven. I believe
very similar technology is already available.

~

Mileage would then be 'taxed' based on the time of day you drove (to account to
the feds for congestion pricing), the distance you drove. For example:
•

A Base rate of 10 cents per mile-

•

A congestion pricing multiplier of 3 (so that miles driven between 7 am and 9
am cost 20 cents per mile)

•

An additional "carbon tax" multiplier depending on how good or bad the gas
mileage is for your vehicle. Gas guzzling SUV's might have a multiplier of an
additional 1.5, raising the price of driving to 30 cents per mile for a morning
trip to work in a high octane gas fueled Ford Expedition, while a Prius hybrid
might get a multiplier of .40, and cost only 12 cents per mile during the same
7 am to 9 am period, while a fully electric car might have a multiplier of .15
and only pay 4 cents per mile. Every different model of car would have
different multipliers depending on their proven fuel economy.

•

A Prius hybrid driven the same distance at 7 pm-9pm would only pay 6 cents
per mile, rather than 10 cents, because of the high fuel economy, while the
low mileage Expedition would still be paying 15 cents per mile during that
time frame.

~

Drivers could access and choose to pay their mileage costs online at any time,
but would not be allowed to renew their car registration or driver's license unless
their account were current.

~

The money raised by this "pricing" should be allocated for 10% of the dollars
going to freeway and roads maintenance, and 90% of the money going to the
building of a rail network throughout the whole of LA County. The limited
number of identified corridors Metro is currently considering are not even close
to accurate.

located. While the Crenshaw/Prairie that's currently under review might provide north
south access for South LA communities, that corridor is much to far west of the 405
freeway and the beach communities to be remotely useful. I believe the Westside
Extension Corridor group should spend at least some of it's time determining whether a
beach alignment near Lincoln/PCH would best serve north/south commuters into and
out of the Westside, or if some other alignment would provide a more realistic and
useful option.

Thank you for your time and attention to my comments on your plans for the corridor. I
hope my comments are useful.
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